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Abstract—Localization in indoor environments is essential to
further support automation in a wide array of scenarios. Moreover, direction-of-arrival knowledge is essential to supporting
high speed millimeter-wave (mmWave) links in indoor environments, since most mmWave links are of a line-of-sight nature
to combat the high pathloss in this band. Accurate wireless
localization in indoor environments, however, has proved a
challenging task due to multi-path fading. Additionally, due to
the effects of multi-path fading, methods such as trilateration
alone do not result in accurate localization. As such, in this paper
we propose to combine the knowledge of wireless localization
methods with that of odometry sensors to track the location
of a mobile robot. This paper presents significant real-world
localization measurement results for both Wi-Fi and odometry
in diverse environments at the Boise State University campus.
Using these results, we devise an algorithm to combine data
from both odometry and wireless localization. This algorithm is
shown in hardware testing to reduce the localization error for
a mobile robot.
Index Terms—Indoor Localization, Odometry, Hybrid Localization, and Mobile Robots.

I. I NTRODUCTION
Robot positioning has been a major challenge in the
automation industry. If accurate robot positioning can be
achieved repeatedly and with economical feasibility, it would
advance the automation industry a step closer to achieving
a state of higher autonomy for multiple applications. Such
wide deployment of robots, however, may be difficult to
achieve without establishing accurate localization in indoor
environments [1], [2]. This localization information is needed
to effectively navigate the environment and to avoid any
obstacles and collisions. Moreover, the next generation of
wireless networks that is expected to more widely support
Internet of Things (IoT) is expected to widely use millimeterwave (mmWave) links to support indoor wireless links [3].
Such links could use this localization information in conjuc-

tion with highly directional antennas to overcome significant
pathloss at mmWave frequencies [4].
Given the above, the topic of robot localization has been
an active area of research in which various approaches
have been used. These methodologies can be summarized
under two categories: 1) relative positioning approaches1 , e.g.
odometry, inertial navigation, etc.; and 2) absolute positioning approaches2 , e.g., magnetic compasses, active beacons,
landmark navigation, etc. [1]. Given the focus of this paper,
we summarize the important prior work related to active
beaconing and odometry.
A. Related work
As the title of this paper suggests, Wi-Fi signaling is used
as an active beacon method to achieve indoor localization [5],
[6]. This choice is motivated by the widespread use of Wi-Fi
access points in many indoor environments. This significantly
reduces the cost associated with indoor localization as beacon
points are readily available, powered, and in use.
The main approach in an active beaconing method for
indoor Wi-Fi localization is through Wi-Fi fingerprinting [5],
[7]–[14]. Wi-Fi fingerprinting, however, suffers from two
main shortcomings: 1) The process of associating the Wi-Fi
signal strength to every given location within the environment
of interest, which can be complex and time consuming [11]:
2) The presence of large errors due to obstacles, human
shadowing, and many other factors that constantly influence
and vary the Wi-Fi signal strength at various locations within
an indoor environment [10]. In other words, even small
changes in the environment, e.g., introduction of new objects
or individuals, could change the fingerprinting map and
require retraining.
To address the above issues, the work in [10] focuses on
reducing the error associated with Wi-Fi fingerprinting, by
1Past localization measurement values impact current positioning accuracy,

i.e. memory based.
This research was supported by the NASA University Leadership Initiative
Grant.

2Past localization measurement values have no impact on the
current localization values, i.e. memoryless.
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attempting to create specific methods to determine outliers
and quantify the error associated with each access point
(AP). Although the results in [10] indicate that this method
may be effective for smartphones, the proposed method does
not address the complexity and overhead associated with the
Wi-Fi fingerprinting process. On the other hand, the work
in [11] attempts to reduce the Wi-Fi fingerprinting overhead
by using an automation algorithm which requires the device
or user to monitor traffic from various APs and use this traffic
information with the measured signal strength to construct a
Wi-Fi fingerprinting map. Although the results are promising,
little information is provided on how much reduction in
overhead is achieved by using the algorithm described in [11].
Moreover, the approach in [11] can be power hungry since
it requires the constant monitoring of data from a large
number of access points. In fact, due to this overhead and
complexity, new approaches are focusing on applying deep
learning methodologies to reduce the overhead associated
with Wi-Fi fingerprinting while also increasing accuracy [14].
However, as stated above, these methods require constant
retraining which is a time consuming process.
Given the above challenges, in this paper we propose to use
Wi-Fi signals and trilateration to reduce and/or completely
eliminate the need for Wi-Fi fingerprinting. Clearly, the
application of trilateration in indoor settings will result in
large errors. As such, we propose to use sensor fusion. This
can be described as combining odometry results obtained
through a set of sensors independent from Wi-Fi, in order
to enhance localization accuracy for a mobile robot.
B. Contributions
In this paper, we propose a hybrid localization solution that
is low cost, low complexity, and utilizes Wi-Fi trilateration
and odometry to localize a robot in an indoor environment.
Our real-world experimental results support that the combination of trilateration and odometry can result in accurate
localization in various indoor environments. The specific
contributions of this paper can be summarized as:
• Unlike prior work that is mainly based on Wi-Fi fingerprinting, the proposed approach requires little overhead
to start Wi-Fi localization in an indoor environment.
The main information that is needed is the location
of the three access points used for trilateration in the
environment of interest. Given that these access points
are placed in fixed, known locations, this information is
readily available.

•

•

As stated in Wi-Fi fingerprinting literature [5], [7]–
[14], due to human shadowing, obstacles, and multi
path fading, localization data extracted with Wi-Fi signaling could be affected by large outliers and errors.
As such, we propose to fuse the data from odometry
localization with that of Wi-Fi trilateration. Our realworld measurements show that odometry localization
retains significant memory in the process, while Wi-Fi
trilateration localization has a memoryless characteristic.
Hence, the combination of both approaches results in
accurate indoor localization.
We carry out significant real-world measurements using
an off-the-shelf mobile robot in various environments
such as an office, a hallway, and a large arena- the
Taco Bell Arena- at the Boise State University Campus
to verify the potential and drawbacks of the proposed
algorithm.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II formulates
the system setup for the proposed positioning algorithm. Section III outlines the proposed hybrid localization algorithm.
Section IV presents the results of our real-world measurements, and Section V concludes the paper and proposes future
research directions.
II. S YSTEM M ODEL
In this section, we present the system setup and the models
used for both Wi-Fi and odometry. We focus on the 2.4 GHz
band of the IEEE 802.11 for localization. Fig. 1 presents the
robotic vehicle used for testing and measurement. As shown
in Fig. 1, the robot is powered by 4 independent electric
motors at each wheel. A Raspberry Pi 3 Model B, with limited
processing power, is used to run the algorithm proposed here.
This supports our claim with regard to the low complexity
nature of the proposed algorithm. The on-board Wi-Fi chip
on the Raspberry Pi is used for wireless beaconing. Each
wheel is equipped with low-cost infrared sensors that allow
for precise monitoring of the rotation of each wheel. More
specifically, the proposed setup allows us to detect 1/20 or
1.02 cm of a wheel rotation for each wheel.
Fig. 2 outlines the localization framework in this paper. As
noted in this figure, we focus on two-dimensional localization
in which the x and y coordinates of the robot are of interest.
Moreover, (1) and (2) are provided to obtain the coordinates
of x and y via trilateration, respectively.

x=

2
2
2
2
(d21 − d22 − x2A + x2B − yA
+ yB
)(−2yB + 2yC ) − (d22 − d23 − x2B + x2C − yB
+ yC
)(−2yA + 2yB )
(−2yB + 2yC )(−2xA + 2xB ) − (−2yA + 2yB )(−2xB + 2xC )

(1)

y=

2
2
2
2
(d21 − d22 − x2A + x2B − yA
+ yB
)(−2xB + 2xC ) − (d22 − d23 − x2B + x2C − yB
+ yC
)(−2xA + 2xB )
(−2yA + 2yB )(−2xB + 2xC ) − (−2yB + 2yC )(−2xA + 2xB )

(2)
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Fig. 1.

Fig. 2.

Mobile robot used for measurments.

A. Wireless Channel Model

Localization setup for trilateration.

A. Preliminary Information

As demonstrated in (1) and (2), the distances d1 , d2 , and
d3 need to be measured in order to find the coordinates of the
robot. Here, we use the close-in free space reference distance
path loss model to obtain these values. The close-in free space
reference distance path loss model [15]–[17] is represented by
the path loss exponent, n and σ is given by

Fig. 4 presents the error in Wi-Fi localization in the office
environment of Fig. 5(b). As shown in this figure, at specific
locations, due to the presence of a line-of-sight (LoS) link
from the APs to the robot, Wi-Fi localization is accurate.
However, due to obstacles, reflection, and human shadowing
in an indoor environment, the Wi-Fi signal strength can vary
d
significantly at various locations that may be geographically
PL(d)[dB] = PL(do ) + 10n · log10 ( )
do
close [18]. This variation is represented by the log normal
+ χσ ,
for d ≥ do , (3) shadowing coefficient, χσ , in (3). As such, the Wi-Fi localization algorithm can result in large outliers within its dataset.
where, do is the close-in free space reference distance, PL(do )
Unlike Wi-Fi localization, which is an absolute method,
is the close-in free space path loss in dB, and is given by (4)
odometry
localization is a relative method. As such, although
which is a function of wavelength or frequency.
4πdo
(4)
λ
Here, χσ is a normal random variable with 0 dB mean and
standard variation σ [15]. The parameters of this model are
well-known for various environments at the 2.4 GHz and are
readily available in many references, e.g. [18].
PL(do ) = 20 log10

Prior work in the field of odometry has shown that a
linear model can consistently be used to achieve localization
via odometry [1]. Our measurement results, as illustrated in
Fig. 3, also confirm this fact and indicate that the odometry
results for the robot also follows a linear model. Moreover,
for directional tracking, we monitor the rotation of each wheel
and obtain specific values on the angular rotation of the robot
due to the relative motion of each wheel. This allows us to
track both the direction and distance the robot has traveled.
III. L OCALIZATION A LGORITHM
In this section, we outline the proposed low complexity
localization algorithm.

Robot Measured
Actual Measured

140

Measurment Distance (cm)

B. Odometry Model
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y=0.9606x+8.1695
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60
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100
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140
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Fig. 3. The measurement results for actual traveled distance by the robot
vs. the set values in the program. The equations for the trend-line are also
indicated in this figure.
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Algorithm 1 Proposed Hybrid Localization Algorithm
Initialize ωodo , ωWi-Fi , odoCounter, xodo , yodo , xWi-Fi , yWi-Fi

250

Measurment Error (cm)

Initialize (xA , yA ), (xB , yB ), (xB , yB )
Obtain (xodo , yodo ) by monitoring rotation of each wheel
and using the previous location of the robot
Obtain (xWi-Fi , yWi-Fi ) by measuring signal strength and
using (1), (2), and (3)
Obtain ωodo , ωWi-Fi by calling Dynamic Weight-Allocation
Algorithm
Calculate (x, y) of robot by using (5)

300

200

150

100

50
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the errors for odometry localization are small, over time, they
can accumulate. This is observed in our experimental results
in Section IV and is also confirmed in [1]. Accordingly, we
can use odometry to determine the outliers in Wi-Fi localization since, in our results, the error in odometry localization
tends to grow slowly, while we can use Wi-Fi localization to
recalibrate odometry measurements. The latter follows from
the fact that Wi-Fi localization results in accurate localization
between the outliers, as illustrated in Fig. 4.
B. Proposed Algorithm
The information outlined in Section III-A illustrates the
need and opportunity to create an algorithm to successfully
combine each of the data sets from odometry and Wi-Fi. Here,
we provide a modified weighted-average algorithm for fusing
the localization results from Wi-Fi and odometry.
We use the following mathematical formulation for fusing
the Wi-Fi and odometry localization results if the Wi-Fi
localization results are not deemed to be outliers.
x = xodo ωodo + xWi-Fi ωWi-Fi
y = yodo ωodo + yWi-Fi ωWi-Fi .

(5)

Here, ωodo and ωWi-Fi represent the weighing ratios that
are used to combine the odometry and Wi-Fi localization
results, respectively, (xWi-Fi , yWi-Fi ) and (xodo , yodo ) are the
localization values from Wi-Fi and odometry approaches
respectively, and (x, y) represent the calculated value of
current coordinates for the robot.
The overall algorithm for fusing the data from Wi-Fi and
odometry localization are presented in Algorithm 1. It is
important to note that, here, we define any measured Wi-Fi
coordinate (xWi-Fi , yWi-Fi ) that differs from (xodo , yodo ) by ξ
percentage point to be an outlier. Based on our experimental
results, we have set ξ = 10% throughout the rest of this paper.
As outlined in Algorithm 1, we use the dynamic weightallocation algorithm to further reduce the absolute error in
localization. The implications of this algorithm would be to
dynamically change the ratio of the weights given to each

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Trial Point

Fig. 4. The results regarding the error measured from the Wi-Fi positioning
method at each trial point in the office setting.

localization method. Algorithm 2 presents the approach for
selecting ωodo and ωWi-Fi dynamically.
Algorithm 2 Dynamic Weight-Allocation Algorithm
Require: ωodo + ωWi-Fi = 1
if odoCounter ≥  and (xWi-Fi , yWi-Fi ) is not an outlier then
Increase ωWi-Fi and reduce ωodo
odoCounter=0
else if (xWi-Fi , yWi-Fi ) is not an outlier then
ωWi-Fi = 0.5 and ωodo = 0.5
odoCounter=0
else
ωWi-Fi = 0 and ωodo = 1
odoCounter++
end if
When the Wi-Fi localization value is deemed an outlier, the
odometry credibility-counter − represented by odoCounter
in Algorithm 2−increases as odometry localization values
are being solely used to find the position of the robot. An
odoCounter larger than a set value, , denotes a low credibility in odometry positioning data due to the accumulated
error. This ensures that in the next position, where the WiFi localization does not give an outlier, the position of the
robot is determined by giving more weight to the Wi-Fi
positioning value. In contrast, a low odometry credibility
-counter value denotes that the odometry measurement is
reliable. As represented in Algorithm 2, when the odometry
value is reliable and the Wi-Fi value is not flagged as an
outlier, the weights of odometry and Wi-Fi measurements are
set to ωWi-Fi = 0.5 and ωodo = 0.5. The final position of the
robot is then calculated as illustrated in Algorithm 1.
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(a)

(b)

Fig. 5. (a) Photo of the measurement setup. (b) Floor map of the office
with the measurement locations for the robot.

(a)

(b)

Fig. 6.
(a) Floor map of the Micron Engineering Building with the
measurement locations for the robot. (b) Floor map of the Taco Bell Arena
with the measurement locations for the robot.

IV. E XPERIMENTAL R ESULTS
90
ABS Err Wi-Fi
ABS Err Odo
ABS Err Proposed

80
70
60

ABS Error (cm)

In this section, we present experimental results using the
mobile robot presented in Fig. 1. The tests are carried out
in various environments which includes an office space, the
Micron Engineering Center (MEC), and Taco Bell Arena
(TBA) as depicted in Figs. 5(b), 6(a), and, 6(b), respectively.
The parameters of the wireless channel in (3), are set to
n = 2.27, n = 2.13, and n = 1.71, for the office space,
the MEC, and the TBA, respectively. These parameters were
determined through a measurement campaign that was carried
out using a 2.4 GHz AP and the Raspberry Pi that is installed
on the robot as depicted in Fig. 5(a). The dynamic weightallocation algorithm has been initialized with ωodo = 0.5 and
ωW i−F i = 0.5. To find the localization error, the absolute
value of the difference between the measured coordinates of
the robot and its true ground location are calculated. The
robot traverses along the path shown in each environment,
where along the way its true and measured coordinates were
recorded at different points and used to obtain the error. Each
experiment was repeated a number of trials to see how the
error evolves.
Fig. 7 presents the results for the measurements that were
carried out inside the office environment. As anticipated, the
Wi-Fi values tend to have large errors at various locations
due to the shadowing factor that was described in Section II.
At different locations, however, Wi-Fi can provide accurate
localization values since there exists a direct LoS link to
the receiver from the access points. As the result in Fig. 7
indicates, the odometry measurement values are accurate for
the first few trials, but the error in odometry tends to grow
with more trials. This shows the memory and relative nature
of odometry measurement values. This also motivates the
dynamic weight-allocation algorithm that we have proposed
in Section III of this paper. Finally, the results in Fig. 7 clearly

50
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7
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Fig. 7. Office measurement results. Absolute error in cm of odometry,
Wi-Fi, and proposed method vs. number of trials.

indicate the advantage of the proposed algorithm in accurately
localizing the robot. Using the proposed algorithm in 7 trials
at various points that were selected for specific measurement
we see a maximum error of 5 cms. This compared to a
maximum error of 24 cm or 82 cm when odometry or Wi-Fi,
respectively, are solely used.
Fig. 8(a) presents the measurements results in the MEC
building of Boise State University. Here, we selected a larger
number of trials. Again, we note that the proposed algorithm
can outperform both Wi-Fi and odometry when used on their
own. This, again, indicates that the proposed algorithm can
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Fig. 8. (a) Micron Engineering Center measurement results. Absolute error in cm of odometry, Wi-Fi, and proposed method vs number of trials. (b) Taco
Bell Arena measurement results. Absolute error in cm of odometry, Wi-Fi, and proposed method vs trial numbers.

TABLE I
C OMPARISON OF RESULTS TO THAT OF [2]

Localization Error proposed
Localization Error [2]

Mean (cm)

Min (cm)

Max (cm)

30
70

4
20

81
160

successfully determine the outliers in Wi-Fi measurement
results by fusing the localization information from odometry
with that of Wi-Fi. As the results in Fig. 8(a) indicate, Wi-Fi
resulted in a maximum error of 86 cms, odometry resulted in
a maximum error of 168 cms, while the proposed algorithm
resulted in a maximum error of 53 cms in 12 trials runs on
the path. Given the larger number of trials the overall errors
tend to be larger for odometry and the proposed algorithm.
Finally, Fig. 8(b), presents the experimental results in
the Taco Bell Arena at Boise State University. Again, we
see similar results as depicted in Figs. 7 and 8(a). More
specifically, Wi-Fi shows a maximum error of 452 cms, while
odometry shows a maximum error of 175 cms when they are
used without sensor fusion. Using the proposed approach,
however, we see an overall improvement as the maximum
error is less than halved to only 80 cms. 18 trials runs were
used in this environment.

different works may have discrepancies given that different
experimental environments and robots are used to conduct
each experiment. Comparisons between our results and other
hybrid localization methods would have been ideal, however,
this was not possible due to the lack of prior work regarding
the combination of a wireless localization method to that
of another. As the results in Table I indicate, the proposed
algorithm performs as well if not better than that of [2], while
requiring significantly much lower overhead and complexity.
The latter is true as the proposed algorithm does not require
mapping the signature of Wi-Fi signal strengths at various
points in an indoor environment. In fact, the only prior
information we need are the location of the three APs that
are used for Wi-Fi localization.
V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE D IRECTIONS

The findings in this paper indicate the effectiveness of combining Wi-Fi trilateration with odometry data. Furthermore,
this paper proposes a reliable dynamic weight-allocation
algorithm that fuses the sensory information from odometry
and Wi-Fi localization to increase the overall efficiency and
accuracy of robot localization in indoor environments. Our
extensive experimental results indicate that the proposed
method can more than halve the localization error of either
A. Comparison with Prior Work
odometry or Wi-Fi, when applied individually. Additionally,
In Table I, we compare our results to that of [2]. It a comparison with prior work based on Wi-Fi fingerprinting
is important to note that a direct comparison between two shows that the proposed algorithm can match and even
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outperform these algorithms while significantly reducing the
overhead associated with Wi-Fi localization.
In terms of future research directions, the accuracy of
odometry can be significantly increased by using a gyroscope.
Additionally, this research may be applied to smartphone
localization through the use of integrated mobile pedometers
and gyroscopes. This also provides the dynamic weightallocation algorithm with a more quantitative way of allocating weights to odometry measurements. Moreover, the data
from a gyroscope can be used to develop a more a quantitative
fusion approach, e.g. using the Bayesian framework to obtain
the weights for data fusion in Section III.
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